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Turn Lead Into Opportunity
The opportunity management module, combined with automated workflow such as lead routing, regular sales update and
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Benchmark Sales against Forecast
You can easily tabulate sales target top down for a sales team;
or roll up sales commitment from individual sales executive.
Either way, the flexible analytic tools lets every sales representative access to their own targets, plan & execute sales
strategy, and keep track of their sales pipeline. Claritas™
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establish clear dashboard and indicators for every person to
measure their own success by comparing sales target vs.
actual sales. For managers, the system gives real-time visibil-
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have a pending issue need to be solved. Claritas™ gives you
360° view on client organization’s key stakeholders, case
history, past purchases, quotation revisions, competitor
listing and more. You can maintain detailed information on
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also track customer activities by product, region or other
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viability to forecast sales, identify trends or problems,
measure business performance and sales success.

Integrated Quotation Module
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customer confidence. Trust Claritas™ and improve your
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